
 

BPM-SJB-YT Automatic Nylon Triangle Tea Bag Packing 
Machine 
 

 
 
Easy to brew, beautiful appearance, and can maintain the tea flavor well, the triangular bag meets 
the high-quality tea bags we expect. The triangular structure provides space for tea leaves to move 
around with ease, when brewing hot water, all the tea flavors can be completely released into your 
cup. Not only that, pyramid bags allows space for packing larger particles, like dry fruit pieces, 
flowers, and spices. 
 
Feature 
 
1. Through the ultrasonic sealing and cutting, packaging is quite smooth 
2. It can make triangle sharp, rice dumpling sharp etc, it can also packing quadrangle sharp as 
customize 
3. All the machine made of 304 stainless steel, environmental protection, sturdy and durable 
4. Microcomputer control system, adopting the spiral feeding, import instrumentation, advanced 
technology, easy operation 
5. Weighing hopper can quickly remove, facilitate cleaning and maintenance 
 

• Our tea packing machine is equipped with safety protection, in line with the requirements of 
enterprise safety management, all contact materials are  Stainless steel 304 or ABS food 
grade plastic; 

• The whole machine adopts closing mechanism to effectively prevent dust from entering the 
equipment; 

• Filling into bag adopts professional anti-drip and throttling method, which effectively avoid 
the dust in the sealing and the phenomenon of unstable sealing; 

• Perfect automatic alarm protection function, reduce the loss to minimum and help to 
troubleshoot in time; 



• The equipment can automatically complete whole packing process of feeding, screw 
measurement, filling and bag making, air filling (exhaust), finished product transportation. 
And automatically complete the counting, with high measurement accuracy and high 
efficiency; 

• The equipment is controlled by PLC, man-machine interface, touch screen operation is 
simple and intuitive; 

• The packing machine adopts PLC control servo motor double film pulling, the sealing and 
cutting position adopts motor automatic correction device and color code tracking, accurate 
positioning, beautiful packaging, which maximizes the control precision, reliability and 
intelligence of the whole machine; 

 
Paramenters: 
 

Brand Name BPM /BPM-SJB-YT 

Power 3KW 

Material Stainless steel 304 

Filling range ≤15±0.5 g 

Bag size 50x48mm,60x58mm,70x68mm 

Capacity 35-60 bag/m 

Application Beverage, Chemical, Medical, Food 

Power supply 220V 

Supply Capacity 50sets/month 

Packing plywood case 

 


